The Princeton University Preparatory Program (PUPP) seeks outstanding graduate students from Princeton University to join our academic year team of PUPP Teaching Fellows for the 2023-24 school year. PUPP is a comprehensive academic and cultural enrichment program for high-achieving, low-income high school students from Ewing, Lawrence, Nottingham, Princeton and Trenton High Schools. PUPP works with high school scholars beginning the summer after their 9th grade year and continuing through high school graduation. Our goal is to prepare our students for success at selective colleges and universities.

Additional information about PUPP is available at http://pupp.princeton.edu.

A key component of PUPP is our weekly academic enrichment sessions typically held after school at each of our partner schools. These sessions are required for all PUPP sophomores and juniors. Group size varies per campus, but ranges between 2 and 16 students. PUPP Teaching Fellows facilitate sessions either individually or in a team of two. Sessions typically last for 80 minutes. The sessions are geared toward the development of critical communication skills: thinking, reading, writing, listening, and speaking. Each year, the after-school sessions focus on a variety of themes developed by the Fellows, connected to current events, scholar-generated ideas, and PUPP’s cultural enrichment calendar of events (typically 6-7 plays or musicals that we attend as a community).

Teaching Fellows are required to provide a weekly email update highlighting the events in each session, as well as complete two or three student progress reports over the course of the year. In addition, Fellows attend 2-3 planning/coordinating meetings throughout the year and a few of the theatrical events.

Average weekly time commitment is approximately four hours, including class preparation, with weekend events adding some Saturday time. Teaching Fellows earn approximately $4,000 for the academic year.

Please send a letter of application highlighting relevant teaching/tutoring experience and your CV to Jason Klugman, Director, Princeton University Preparatory Program, via email to jklugman@princeton.edu.

Priority Application Deadline: September 5, 2023 (but will accept until positions are filled)

Interviews: Week of September 11, 2023

After-school classes will begin the week of September 18, 2023 and will likely take place on either Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday afternoons.